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The iBarcoder mac barcode software v 3.12.9 released - Big Sur supported
Published on 05/18/21
Cristallight software announces iBarcoder 3.12.9, a popular mac barcode software title.
The product supports about 50 barcode types, QR Code, Datamatrix, GS1-Datamatrix, Aztec,
UPC, ISBN, EAN, GS1-128, SSCC-18,GTIN-14,PDF417 codes among them. With iBarcoder
you can
create individual and bulk barcodes, or barcoded labels. Print, export barcode images, or
barcode image sequences with information from various data sources. Add label designs with
text, images, and graphics objects.
Palatine, Illinois - Cristallight Software recently released iBarcoder 3.12.9, a new
version of the leading mac barcode generator and label maker software for macOS.
Cristallight Software made barcode functionality improvements, user interface and dark
mode changes, as well as ensured Apple Silicon compatibility. The product now supports
about 50 barcode types, an easy-to-use interface, and intuitive functionality. Create
single or bulk barcodes of high quality, add label designs using built-in and custom label
formats. Print, export barcodes, or label designs with the help of:
* Advanced editing - Add bar code objects, text, image boxes, and graphics objects. Add
simple text (.txt), or Excel Workbook (.xlsx) data sources for barcodes and text objects,
or use automatic data incrementing in the Counter mode,
* Barcode export - Create image files not only as a raster images, but also as vector
images in PDF and EPS formats,
* Choose RGB or CMYK color mode, to avoid color conversion problems when using exported
barcode images with graphic software (Illustrator, CoredDraw),
* Advanced printing - Print ranges management, and excluding certain labels from printing
with just a mouse click on the label format preview,
* Contacts integration, for encoding personal data into QR Code, and DataMatrix 2D
barcodes, either as plain text, or vCard, meCard, xCard templates,
* And more.
The iBarcoder is a simple, intuitive, affordable, and innovative mac barcode generator. It
makes the process of creation, exporting, and printing barcodes easy and quick. No special
knowledge, or skills are necessary, anyone can start using it practically in no time.
LIFETIME license with FREE updates, and free tech support means no costly software or
equipment upgrades.
Cristallight Software regularly updates the iBarcoder to keep it in up to date. The
iBarcoder 3.12.9 requires Mac OS X 10.10 or later, and costs $49.95 (USD).
iBarcoder 3.12.9:
https://ibarcoder.com
Download iBarcoder:
https://cristallight.com/Downloads/mac/ibarcoder.dmg

Based in Palatine, Illinois, Cristallight Software was founded by Don Kurt in 2004.
Cristallight Software development company produces the best Mac software for business and
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home. Cristallight Software is the leader in Mac software developing and distribution in
business cards and labeling, desktop publishing, business inventory & barcoding, imaging &
3D solutions areas. The company has released more then 10 software titles for the Mac
platform. Copyright (C) 2004-2021 Cristallight Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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